expressed in the patent to be issued under the terms of this Act:  

And provided further, That said grantee shall within two years from the passage of this Act make its selection and entry of the land and make use thereof for the purposes herein specified, and the grant herein is made upon the express condition that the mayor of the city of Pocatello shall, on or before January 10 of each year after the expiration of said two years, submit report to the Secretary of the Interior as to the use made of the land herein granted during the preceding calendar year, showing compliance with the terms and conditions stated in this Act, and that in the event of his failure to so report, or in the event of a showing to the Secretary of the Interior that the terms of the grant have not been complied with, that the grant shall be held to be forfeited, and the Attorney General of the United States shall institute suit in the proper court for the recovery of said lands.

Sec. 2. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and directed to cause the east half of section two in township seven south, of range thirty-four east, Boise meridian, to be surveyed, appraised, and disposed of under section 2381, United States Revised Statutes.

Approved, May 12, 1920.

CHAP. 182.—An Act To authorize the coinage of 50-cent pieces in commemoration of the three hundredth anniversary of the landing of the Pilgrims.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That in commemoration of the three hundredth anniversary of the landing of the Pilgrims there shall be coined in the mints of the United States silver 50-cent pieces to the number of three hundred thousand, such 50-cent pieces to be of the standard troy weight, composition, diameter, device, and design as shall be fixed by the Director of the Mint, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, which said 50-cent pieces shall be legal tender in any payment to the amount of their face value.

Sec. 2. That all laws now in force relating to the subsidiary silver coins of the United States and the coining or striking of the same, regulating and guarding the process of coinage, providing for the purchase of material and for the transportation, distribution, and redemption of the coins, for the prevention of debasement or counterfeiting, for security of the coin, or for any other purposes, whether said laws are penal or otherwise, shall, so far as applicable, apply to the coinage herein authorized: Provided, That the United States shall not be subject to the expense of making the necessary dies and other preparations for this coinage.

Approved, May 12, 1920.

CHAP. 183.—An Act Granting the consent of Congress to Sid Smith, of Bonham, Texas, for the construction of a bridge across the Red River between the counties of Fannin, Texas, and Bryan, Oklahoma.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the consent of Congress is hereby granted to Sid Smith, of Bonham, Texas, and his successors and assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge and approaches thereto across the Red River at a point suitable to the interests of navigation, from a point on its south bank northeast of Elwood, Fannin County, Texas, to a suitable point on the north bank of Red River lying in a northerly direction from said beginning in the
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Provided, That the United States shall not be subject to the expense of making the necessary dies and other preparations for this coinage.

Approved, May 12, 1920.

CHAP. 183.—An Act Granting the consent of Congress to Sid Smith, of Bonham, Texas, for the construction of a bridge across the Red River between the counties of Fannin, Texas, and Bryan, Oklahoma.
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Approved, May 13, 1920.  
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